
Year 1 – Autumn
English – Poetry (Senses)

Core Texts Additional Texts

The Sound 
Collector, 
by Roger 
McGough

Zim Zam
Zoom, by 
James Carter

Wriggle and 
Roar! By Julia 
Donaldson

Knowledge for the writer
• observe carefully and include detail, drawing on 

all your senses;
• when writing from memory or imagination, create 

a detailed picture in your mind before you begin 
writing;

• be creative about the way you use words – use 
powerful or unusual vocabulary, or even create 
new words and phrases;

• play with the sounds or meanings of words to add 
an extra layer of enjoyment for your audience;

• use the poem’s shape or pattern to emphasise 
meaning, e.g. make an important line stand out by 
leaving space around it;

• read the text aloud as you draft, to check how it 
sounds when read aloud or performed;

Grammar Focus
Finish sentence with a full stop
First person (I and we), third person (he, she)
Co-ordinating conjunctions: and, but
Begin to use adjectives
Capital letters at start of sentences and for 
proper nouns and “I”
Separate words with spaces
Prepositions: up, down, in, into, out, to, onto, 
under, inside, outside, above
Adverbs of manner (how) to describe a verb
Orally devise alliteration: eg a cool cat, a sneaky 
snake



Progression in Poetry
Reading Poetry:-

• subject matter and
theme;

• language use; style
• pattern

Performing Poetry:-

• use of voice;
• presentation

Creating Poetry: -

• original playfulness
with language and
ideas;

• detailed recreation of
closely observed
experience;

• using different
patterns

EYFS
• listen to poems being

read and talk about likes
and dislikes –
including ideas or
puzzles, words, and
patterns

• join in with class rhymes
and poems,

• copy actions

• enjoy making up
funny sentences and
playing with words;

• look carefully at
experiences and choose
words to describe;

• make word collections
or use simple repeating
patterns

Year 1
• discuss own response

and what the poem is
about;

• talk about favourite
words or parts of a
poem;

• notice the poem’s
pattern

• perform in unison,
following the rhythm
and keeping time

• imitate and invent
actions

• invent impossible
ideas, e.g. magical
wishes;

• observe details of first
hand experiences using
the senses and
describe;

• list words and phrases or
use a repeating pattern
or line.

Year 2
• talk about own views, the

subject matter and
possible meanings;

• comment on which words
have most effect, noticing
alliteration;

• discuss simple poetry
patterns

• perform individually or
together; speak clearly
and audibly.

• use actions and sound
effects to add to the
poems͛ meaning

• experiment with
alliteration to create
humorous and surprising
combinations;

• make adventurous word
choices to describe closely
observed experiences;

• create a pattern or shape
on the page; use simple
repeating phrases or lines
as models


